
 
Teamwork Makes the Dream Work!
 
Sports provide many valuable learning activities to the human body and soul. On November 27,
2019, our big event, Sports Day took place. The enthusiastic students marched the school
playground like gallant soldiers entering the battlefield. Spectators, parents and the school faculty
welcomed them with screams of joy and cheers.
 The Middle and High school students participated in all the games held at school such as races,
march past and mass drill performances. Winners were given medals and participants were
encouraged on their active participation. Kennedy House was declared as the winning house with a
clear lead of points over, Washington and Lincoln houses respectively.Such healthy activities assist
in maintaining the sportsman spirit among the students and provide them a platform to discover
their
 talents.
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National Day celebration
 
There was excitement in the air, as parents, students, and teachers of NAIS gathered, in celebrating
the UAE National Day. This Holiday marked the unification of the Seven Emirates and the founding
of the country in 1971. The attendees came dressed in traditional Arabic attire in the colors of the
UAE flag. Inside was a feast of National Day surprises; Emirati food, elaborate stalls, music, and
dancing. The day started off with wonderful traditional UAE performances by our students and folk
songs outside the Boys’ soccer field. There were numerous stalls set up in the field which served
Arabic foods and beverages, henna, and eye catching displays of Emirati artifacts and posters
prepared by the students and teachers. Even though the event left students and teachers exhausted;
it was well celebrated and entertaining.



 Dubai Fitness Challenge - 30minx30days
 October 21, 2019 ·        
   
"A healthy Body has a Healthy Brain," NAIS
participated in the Dubai Fitness Challenge
30minx20days. Different activities were planned for the
students as well as for the teachers. The most
prominent activity was the walkathon. Students walked
around NAIS in their respective houses. The students
enthusiastically sang happy songs and raised happy
slogan during the walk. The students expressed the
importance of exercise / walk to keep healthy by
participating in this activity                                                    
 

Prophet Mohammed Birthday
celebration
 
Maldu-un-Nabui is the recognition of the
birthday of the Islamic prophet Muhammad
which is celebrated in Rabi' al-awwal, the third
month in the Islamic calendar. Students put up a
heartwarming skit presentation, focusing on the
sound virtues and values possessed by the
prophet(PBUH).

Business Competition (October 20, 2019) 
 
To promote entrepreneurship and innovation, training students to be
business leaders, and connecting students with the industry, Skyline
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Centre (SEIC) organizes the annual
Business Plan Competition. NAIS proud students of grade 11 Masoud 
 and Mohammed Yaoub  took part in the Business Competition and
scored  fourth position in all over the UAE .
 

 



Poetry competition (November 27, 2019)
 
Emirates NBD Poetry For All is an annual competition run by the Emirates Airline Festival of
Literature to celebrate poetry performance and recital. Our students: Cheska,
Farah, Rawan, and Yomna from the Middle and Secondary School also participated in the
astounding competition. Students recited the poems by heart and gave an emotional response to the
languages and ideas of the poets. Their presence was felt and performances were hugely applauded
by the audience. To enjoy the poem recited by Cheska and Farah, scan the QR Code:



European University fair
 
Universities visit from USA @khdadubai #beingwelldubai
Here at NAIS we value and nurture our student's future along with their personalities. An important
part of their future is their career. It's important for them to know what careers they can pursue
when they graduate from our school.
Several university fairs were hosted by NAIS to educate students about various career options
available. Students were briefed about the admission criterion required for different universities.
They were also informed about the scholarships opportunities available at several universities. The
seminar concluded with an interactive session of the students with the delegates.



Dubai police Visits NAIS ( December 12, 2019)
 
Dubai Police visited NAIS to educate the students about the harmful effects of drugs, and bring
awareness about the dangers of drug addiction.  The session was quite informative. Common
symptoms of drug abuse were discussed in the session, furthermore, UAE laws and policies were also
discussed. Students were guided on how to make the right choices in life by saying no to drugs.

Book Fair ( December 9, 2019 )
Rold Dahl, the famous author,aptly implored us to "install a book shelf on the wall." In order to
fill the book shelf with amazing collection of books, a book fair was organized by NAIS. Book
fairs gave children a motivation to read by offering them a wide selection of books to choose
from that they can look at before they decide to buy.  There were numerous, captivating and
affordable books to indulge in. Students showed great interest in the book fair.  Book reading
enhances students' imagination and critical thinking skills .



Cloud Seeding   
 

 

It creates rain.
It makes all areas more hospitable
It could regulate the weather.
It would allow for economic improvements.
It can provide relief to those drought-stricken areas
It can reduce crop damage because of precipitation.

It uses potentially harmful chemicals.
It is not really proven to be effective.
It can pose a negative risk for living organisms.
It requires huge amounts of investments.

Cloud seeding is a type of weather modification that aims to change the of precipitation that falls
from clouds by dispersing substances into the air that serves as cloud condensation, which alter the
micro physical processes within the cloud. The usual intent is to increase precipitation, but hail and
fog suppression are also widely practiced in airports where harsh weather conditions are
experienced
List of Pros of Cloud Seeding

List of Cons of Cloud Seeding

 
 
 

Trying to cure drought is an ongoing battle, and the latest technology used for this is cloud seeding.
Determining if the technique is good or bad might not be as easy as you might assume, but it can be
made easier by weighing both its pros and cons.
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